OUR MOST FLEXIBLE AND RUGGED MIG GUN OFFERING EVER!

Build your ultimate MIG gun as you choose from an expanded list of the best features of our former Q-Gun™, S-Gun™ and T-Gun™ MIG Gun lines – now consolidated for your convenience into a single gun line and single online configurator.

Bernard BTB Semi-Automatic Air-Cooled MIG Guns are designed from the ground up to solve problems, maximize productivity and improve your bottom line. These fully configurable, industrial-duty welding guns keep on welding in the harshest and most abusive environments.

- **NEW!!** Handle options have been expanded from six to seven choices to include our new C Series Handle which provides all the benefits of our current T Series Large Straight Handle plus additional ergonomic benefits, such as the handle overmold and swivel at no extra cost!
- Multiple lightweight, comfortable handles and easy-to-change trigger options allow guns to be performance matched to user preference – choose between curved and straight handle styles
- Triggers are designed and built to last more than one million cycles
- Easily interchangeable power pins and trigger leads connect to wire feeders and machines from major manufacturers and allow for simple maintenance
- Uncable equipped with internal threaded cable connections and internal gas hose that resists kinking, improves gas flow and feedability

**Double-Life MIG Gun System** allows you to extend the life of your BTB MIG Gun with a C Series or T Series Large Straight Handle; Once the front end is worn, just flip-flop the front and back ends of the torch!

- Available in 200 to 600 amp models
- One year manufacturer’s warranty

Here’s what’s compatible with curved and straight handles from our BTB MIG Gun lineup:

**NEW!!** YOUR CHOICE OF SEVEN FRONT HANDLE STYLES AND SIZES
- Variety of handle sizes in curved and straight styles
- Standard, lock-on and dual schedule trigger options

**YOUR CHOICE OF FIXED OR ROTATABLE NECK**

**YOUR CHOICE OF CONSUMABLES – TOUGH LOCK™, QUIK TIP OR CENTERFIRE™**

**YOUR CHOICE OF A UNIVERSAL POWER PIN OR AUTOLENGTH™ PIN FOR THE QUICK LOAD LINER AUTOLENGTH SYSTEM**
- Variety of pins available to connect with most major brands of feeders

**YOUR CHOICE OF UNIVERSAL CONVENTIONAL LINERS OR QUICK LOAD™ LINERS**

*Some limitations exist. Please consult our online configurator or your Customer Service Representative.

### ACCESSORIES
- Neck coupler and grip
- Heat shield
- Neck guard
- Gun hanger
- Repair kits
- Flex necks